
Gru'’s CluesGru'’s CluesGru'’s CluesGru'’s Clues
Quick QuestionsQuick QuestionsQuick QuestionsQuick QuestionsThe felonious Gru has planned a banana-based treat for his 

subservient band of loyal, willing Minions as a reward for 
their recent hard work assisting with his fiendish schemes.

However, in order to obtain the coveted prize, which is locked 
in their lair, the hungry henchmen need to solve the puzzle 
that Gru has prepared and work out the 3-digit passcode. Can 
you help them by working out the solutions to the riddle?

If there are three bananas and you take away two, how many 
will you have?         

A grandfather, two fathers and two sons went to the cinema 
together and bought one ticket each. How many tickets did 
they buy in total?         

I am a number. When you add the letter ‘g’ to me, I am no 
more. What number am I?          

Passcode:

3. Give a title for this text. 

 

4. Predict what will happen if the Minions solve  
the riddles.  

  

  

 

1. Why has Gru planned a treat for the Minions? 

 

2. Which word is used to show that the Minions desire  
the treat? Tick one. 
 subservient

reward

coveted

willing

10 
22 
34

44 
49 
58 
70

81 
91

101 
111 
113

128 
133
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Gru'’s CluesGru'’s CluesGru'’s CluesGru'’s Clues
AnswersAnswersAnswersAnswersThe felonious Gru has planned a banana-based treat for his 

subservient band of loyal, willing Minions as a reward for 
their recent hard work assisting with his fiendish schemes.

However, in order to obtain the coveted prize, which is locked 
in their lair, the hungry henchmen need to solve the puzzle 
that Gru has prepared and work out the 3-digit passcode. Can 
you help them by working out the solutions to the riddle?

If there are three bananas and you take away two, how many 
will you have? 2

A grandfather, two fathers and two sons went to the cinema 
together and bought one ticket each. How many tickets did 
they buy in total? 3

I am a number. When you add the letter ‘g’ to me, I am no 
more. What number am I? 1 ('g'one)

10 
22 
34

44 
49 
58 
70

81 
91

101 
111 
113

128 
133

Passcode:

3. Give a title for this text. 
Accept any appropriate title, such as: Gru’s  
Special Treat 

4. Predict what will happen if the Minions solve  
the riddles.  
Accept any reasonable prediction, such as: I 
predict that the Minions will jump up and down in 
celebration before running to the lair to enjoy their 
banana-based treat.

1. Why has Gru planned a treat for the Minions? 
The treat is as a reward for their recent hard work 

(assisting with his fiendish schemes).

2. Which word is used to show that the Minions desire  
the treat? Tick one. 
 subservient

reward

coveted

willing

2 13
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